HONOR COMMITTEE MEETING
MARCH 19, 2017
I.

II.
III.

ROLL CALL
Absences- VJ Jenkins (CLAS), Hannah Earl (NURS), Stephanie Roe (GSAS), Alison Stickel
(EDUC), Matthew Breen (GBUS), Shaun Kenney (SCPS)
COMMUNITY INPUT
None
OFFICER REPORTS
A. Katharine Graham—Vice Chair for Community Relations, ARCH
a. Provided a recap on Honor week. There was a good showing from Support Officers,
but there could have been better attendance from Honor Committee members.
B. Ariana Zetlin—Vice Chair for Education, EDUC
a. Provided an additional recap on Honor Week and its events
C. Sarah Wyckoff—Vice Chair for Investigations, CLAS
a. There are I-Panels coming up this week. Look out for emails.
D. Austin Sim—Vice Chair for Hearings, LAW
a. Two separate hearings were held this weekend. A student from CLAS was guilty of
cheating on Saturday. A student from CLAS was not found guilty of cheating on
Sunday.
E. Matt West—Chair, CLAS
a. He is sending an email out to new committee members about shadowing I-Panels.
New Committee members have to attend one I-Panel before officially serving on
one. The retreat for new Committee members will be held this weekend from May
24-26. New Committee members will get an email from Evan tomorrow with the
agenda for the weekend.

IV.

REPRESENTATIVE REPORTS
A. Olivia Sabik (GSAS)- There will be the first GRAD meeting this upcoming week.
B. Caroline Herre (ARCH)- The new meeting group on appeals will be meeting in room 481
about appeals. There has been a great showing of support. Food will be provided for that as
well.
C. Chad Hogan (CLAS)- The Policies and Procedures Sub-committee met this past Wednesday
and continued their discussion about language of the CMD process. They will be meeting
again on Wednesday, March 29th.
D. Corinne Thomas (COMM)- The Faculty Advisory Committee (FAC) will be meeting
tomorrow, March 20th, at 4 p.m. in the trial room.

E. Joe Marchese Schmitt (BATT)- He is assembling an informal document for new next
committee members to see items that this year’s committee did not have the ability to
address so far.
a. Matt West (CLAS)- Committee members should continue turning in the transition
documents for their respective schools.
V.

OLD BUSINESS
A. Debrief “Honor Week” Events
The Honor Week events were enjoyed by those in attendance, but there was a consensus that
more committee members should attend Honor outreach events to better interact with the UVA
community.
B. Continued Discussion of Proposed Change to IR “Single Nexus of Events”
a. A powerpoint was presented on proposed changes to the Informed Retraction’s
language for “Single Nexus of Events.” There was then a discussion on the
“proximate conduct” proposal given in the powerpoint.

VI.

VII.

COMMUNITY INPUT
A. Soleil Reed: She wanted further clarification on the difference between lying or stealing and
cheating in the proximate cause proposal.
B. Jeffrey Warren: He proposes expanding the IR to one class in place of worrying about
individual acts.
C. DJ Hodges: He asked about the proximate cause’s influence on certain Batten School
classes.
D. Evan Pivonka (Special Assistant): He updated the committee on HAC’s progress over the
start of the semester. They will have a report for the committee in mid-April about their
progress on the year.
CLOSED SESSION

